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INVESTORS FROZE OUT ASIA PACIFIC1 
EQUITIES
Geo-political concerns, global macro-economic fears 
and wide-spread corporate health issues have all 
played their parts. But are these equities coming in  
from the cold? It looks like it.

A strong case can be made that Asia Pacifi c equities 
were unfairly tarred with the global brush concerns just 
highlighted2. Asia Pacifi c, with its panoply of economies 
growing and maturing at different rates, has its 
issues. But if investors avoided the region because of 
exaggerated local, or global, issues, deep value might 
result. That seems the message inherent in Fig 1.

Are Asia’s economic and profi t outlooks so bad they 
justify crisis low valuations? We doubt it! In fact, we   
see three strong reasons why today’s low valuations 
offer an opportunity to add attractively valued Asia 
Pacifi c (excluding Japan) equities to any portfolio.

Fig.1. Asia Pacifi c† valuations fi nally bounce  
off crisis lows

Fig.2. A deep discount = A strong bounce-back?

REASON 1: A 95% RETURN IN FIVE 
YEARS?
Today’s price-to-book ratio for Asian Pacifi c equities 
(exc. Japan) is 1.5x. Over the preceding twenty years, 
valuations have only fallen this low four times – all at 
crisis points; the Asian crisis, the bursting of the IT 
bubble, SARS and 2008’s fi nancial crisis. 

Each time, the bounce-back was strong (Figure 1).

But how strong? “Very”, replies Figure 2. When Asia 
Pacifi c valuations were this low in the past, the bounce-
back averaged 95% over the following fi ve years.

That valuations have remained at these low levels this 
time for longer than usual looks like a manifestation 
of the view we expressed initially – global fears are 
dragging down Asian valuations. This brings us to 
reason No 2. Many of the fears dragging Asia Pacifi c 
were either exaggerated or exposed as having few 
clothes, we argue. Let’s take a quick look.

Source: MSCI from Datastream as at 8 September 2016.   
†Exc. Japan. Note, about 70% of all values fall within the 
two outer dotted lines. The middle dotted line is the average.

Source: MSCI, Bloomberg, Eastspring Investments, as 
at 31 July 2016.
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Fig.3. Rising debt = More investment = Rising 
profits. The corporate debt /equity ratio   
remains low

REASON 2: EXAGGERATED FEARS 
EXPOSED

Rising Asian debt, a stronger US dollar and the UK’s 

“Brexit” vote were but three issues feeding Asia Pacific 

woes. How justified were these concerns?

A stronger dollar exaggerated rising debt fears.

Strong dollar fears always seemed anomalous; weaker 

Asian Pacific currencies should boost exports. But 

in today’s topsy-turvy world of quantitative easing, 

investors were reluctant to invest in Asia Pacific 

companies with rising corporate debt3 fearful that a 

strong dollar would blow debt servicing costs through 

the roof (particularly if the US Federal Reserve raised 

rates). This concern always had its holes.

On the surface, the rise in debt does look alarming  

(Fig 3); it is only half the story. The net debt/equity  

ratio rose to just over 35% - not out of line with historical 

norms. China’s rise was more4, but crisis low valuations 

suggest significant discounting5.

Put plainly, higher Asian company debt (excluding the 

banks) mostly financed a rise in business activity that 

resulted in a rise in profits that limited the rise in the 

debt equity ratio. What is wrong with that? China has 

yet to show an improved return on capital invested but 

to reiterate, low valuations discount this

The nail in the stronger dollar coffin fear is that 

local currencies mostly comprised the rise in debt3; 

dollar debt accounts for only 28% of total debt6 while 

accounting for 21% of Asian sales7. Companies are 

generating sufficient dollars to service a large part of 

their dollar debt. Dollar/debt fears seem unjustified.  

The world turns yet again; the dollar’s strength is 

abating and Asia Pacific corporate debt is either 

stabilising or falling. Asian bonds look more and more 

attractive in a world of negative interest rates.

So, two major fears that dragged Asia Pacific equity 

valuations down, are losing their sting. Two legs for the 

case for not buying Asia Pacific equities, seem to have 

been kicked away.

Fig.4. Most corporate sales are to the home 
market

 

Source: Worldscope from Datastream as at 8 September 
2016.

  Domestic markets    Foreign developed markets   
  Foreign emerging markets

Source: “Global Exposure Guide”, Morgan Stanley 22 May 
2016. The data is based on 2016 company information. 
Where this is missing, the analyst’s estimate is included. 

“Brexit” fears inadvertently expose a powerful truth.

Asian Pacific equities were not immune from the 
contagion that swept markets following the UK’s 
surprising vote to exit the European Union. But,  
it took a UK share rally to break Asia Pacific’s torpor.  

Yet, had “sense” prevailed,  Asia Pacific equities 
should hardly have moved – for the simple reason  
that the bulk of corporate sales are to domestic 
markets as Figure 4 below illustrates.

It is easy to make the point that the “Brexit” selling, 
however temporary, was an opportunity. But this 
episode also inadvertently highlighted the fact that 
while some Asia Pacific economies (and sectors) 
are indeed export dependent, the overwhelming 
bulk of corporate sales are to the local market8. With 
Asia Pacific’s economic and profit growth forecasts 
outstripping the pack, little more need to be said.
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Fig. 8. Asia Pacific equities† surges on   
renewed interest

Fig.5. Asian companies are more profitable  
while the fall in sales has stabilised

Fig.6. Asia Pac† profit growth forecasts took  
a 2015 battering, but …

Fig.7. … they still lead the pack
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THE MESSAGE? ASIA PACIFIC EQUITIES 
BECKON

The pendulum is swinging in Asia Pacific’s favour.  

Many fears that held the markets back were either 

exaggerated or are fading, current valuations are 

attractive and battered profit forecasts still lead 

the pack (laggards are deeply discounted), while a 

prospective dividend yield of 3% looks attractive11. 

What is there not to like? 

INVESTORS “SMELL THE COFFEE”

Investors are reawakening to the value that Asia 

Pacific equities hold; since early July, the market index 

has moved convincingly above its trend line (Figure 7).

 

REASON 3: ASIA PAC COMPANIES ARE 
STRONG

Having weathered bad sentiment since late 2014, 

companies have turned a corner, it seems. Falling 

sales forecasts have stabilized, and margins are 

nudging higher9 (Figure 5). Debt levels are lower.  

Interest coverage is higher. Cash flows are rising.

Source: MSCI and IBES (in local currency terms) from 
Datastream as at 8 September 2016. †Excluding Japan.

Source: MSCI and IBES (in local currency terms) from 
Datastream as at 8 September 2016. †Excluding Japan.

Source: MSCI in local currency terms from Datastream 
as at 8 September 2016. †Excluding Japan.Source: Worldscope from Datastream as at 8 September 

2016. Both series are smoothed with a 3-week moving 
average. †Declared sales. 

The result? Despite their battering, Asia Pacific profit 

forecasts lead the pack. Hong Kong’s and Singapore’s 

crisis low profit growth forecasts are more than 

adequately discounted, we think10.

Eastspring Investments offer equity strategies that  
include core regional and single country portfolios,  
as well as various dynamic and thematic portfolios  
that cater to different investor needs.

In addition to Asia-wide capabilities, we also invest  
locally into Japan, Australia, New Zealand, Hong 
Kong, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, China, India, 
Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines and Thailand.

Our research teams seek to exploit behavioural  
biases inherent in markets and to benefit from  
pricing episodes that move stock prices away from  
our assessment of companies’ fundamental value. 
This ultimately benefits our clients over the long term.

Click here to find out more:   
eastspring.com/institutional/our-capabilities/equity
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Sources

1For the purposes of this article Asia Pacific, or Asia Pac, means Asia Pacific excluding Japan.  

2In particular, the Asia Pacific (excluding Japan) equity index in local currency terms, has moved in virtual lockstep with the 
world index since August 2015 as global fears have dominated sentiment. As of this writing, Asia Pacific equities have not 
broken free.

3Institute of International Finance, EM Debt Monitor March 2016. In 2015, emerging market non-financial debt rose 6½ 
percentage points to circa 100% of GDP, (which compares with 87% for developed economies). Within Asia, China and 
Malaysia comprised most of the rise. The bulk of the rise was in local currencies with foreign debt, particularly US debt being 
repaid. This US debt reduction was pronounced in China (where debt fell by USD70bn in H2, 2015).    

4While non-financial net debt outstanding rose nearly 2½ times between early 2010 and the late 2015 peak, the debt equity 
ratio rose from 31% to 53%; as debt has been repaid, it has since fallen to 45%. The rise was mostly in the real estate and 
construction and materials sectors. It was a reversal in net cash to net debt positions of the banks and insurance companies 
that spooked investors most which reflects in the banks low valuations. 

5The “Z” score for Hong Kong’s “H” share index (i.e. China based companies), is below one negative standard deviation i.e. 
at crisis levels.  

6Morgan Stanley Research, as at September 2015. 

7Bank of America-Merrill Lynch, as at January 2016.  

8“Global Exposure Guide”, Morgan Stanley as at 22 May 2016.

9Based on the IBES consensus forecasts from Datastream as at 8 September 2016.   

10The “Z” score for both markets (i.e. the deviation of both the price to book and prospective price earnings ratios from their 
12 year averages) are well below -1 standard deviation, which is at crisis low levels.

11IBES 12-month forward prospective dividend yield from Datastream as at 8 September 2016. This is higher than the US 
(2½%) but lower than the Eurozone (just under 4%).
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Disclaimer

This document is produced by Eastspring Investments (Singapore) Limited and issued in:

Singapore and Australia (for wholesale clients only) by Eastspring Investments (Singapore) Limited (UEN: 199407631H),  
which is incorporated in Singapore, is exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian financial services licence and is 
licensed  and regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore under Singapore laws which differ from Australian laws.

Hong Kong by Eastspring Investments (Hong Kong) Limited and has not been reviewed by the Securities and Futures 
Commission of Hong Kong.

United States of America (for institutional clients only) by Eastspring Investments (Singapore) Limited (UEN: 
199407631H), which is incorporated in Singapore and is registered with the U.S Securities and Exchange Commission as a 
registered investment adviser.

European Economic Area (for professional clients only) and Switzerland (for qualified investors only) by Eastspring  
Investments (Luxembourg) S.A., 26, Boulevard Royal, 2449 Luxembourg, Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg, registered with the  
Registre de Commerce et des Sociétés (Luxembourg), Register No B 173737.

United Kingdom (for professional clients only) by Eastspring Investments (Luxembourg) S.A. - UK Branch, 125 Old Broad  
Street, London EC2N 1AR.

Chile (for institutional clients only) by Eastspring Investments (Singapore) Limited (UEN: 199407631H), which is 
incorporated in Singapore and is licensed and regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore under Singapore laws which 
differ from Chilean laws.

The afore-mentioned entities are hereinafter collectively referred to as Eastspring Investments.

This document is solely for information purposes and does not have any regard to the specific investment objective, financial  
situation and/or particular needs of any specific persons who may receive this document. This document is not intended as  
an offer, a solicitation of offer or a recommendation, to deal in shares of securities or any financial instruments. It may not be  
published, circulated, reproduced or distributed without the prior written consent of Eastspring Investments.

Investment involves risk. Past performance and the predictions, projections, or forecasts on the economy, securities markets 
or the economic trends of the markets are not necessarily indicative of the future or likely performance of Eastspring 
Investments or any of the funds managed by Eastspring Investments.

Information herein is believed to be reliable at time of publication. Where lawfully permitted, Eastspring Investments does 
not warrant its completeness or accuracy and is not responsible for error of facts or opinion nor shall be liable for damages 
arising out of any person’s reliance upon this information. Any opinion or estimate contained in this document may subject to 
change without notice.

Eastspring Investments (excluding JV companies) companies are ultimately wholly-owned/indirect subsidiaries/associate of  
Prudential plc of the United Kingdom. Eastspring Investments companies (including JV’s) and Prudential plc are not affiliated 
in any manner with Prudential Financial, Inc., a company whose principal place of business is in the United States of America.
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